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THE BIG PICTURE

Global tech and politics collide
EXCLUSIVE: New documents
link Huawei to suspected front
companies in Iran, Syria
EXCLUSIVE: China hacked HPE,
IBM and then attacked clients sources

EXCLUSIVE: Top Japanese chip gear
firm to honor U.S. blacklist of Chinese
firms - executive

SPECIAL REPORT: Inside the
UAE’s secret hacking team of U.S.
mercenaries

EXCLUSIVE: Trump expected to
sign order paving way for U.S.
telecoms ban on Huawei

EXCLUSIVE: Some big tech firms
cut employees’ access to Huawei,
muddying 5G rollout

T

he global technology industry is being tested like never before by
geopolitical turmoil as relations between the U.S. and China deteriorate
and governments around the world seek to assert control over
extraordinarily powerful tech firms. From the U.S. government’s attack on
China’s Huawei Technologies to the worldwide pushback against Facebook’s
content policies to the intensifying concerns over nation-state cyber-attacks,
Reuters has led the way with exclusive and insightful stories illuminating key
developments in real-time and showing readers what’s at stake.
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EXCLUSIVE REPORTING
• Bearing brunt of trade war, Singapore chipmakers cut jobs
• In a world first, Facebook to give data on hate speech suspects to
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French courts
China hacked HPE, IBM and then attacked clients
China’s Bytedance says India TikTok ban is causing $500,000 daily
loss, risks jobs
Foxconn to begin assembling top-end Apple iPhones in India in 2019
Israel’s chip sales to China jump as Intel expands
Foxconn reconsidering plans to make LCD panels at Wisconsin plant
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s tensions between the
U.S. and China grow,
Reuters has been ahead
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with exclusive reporting
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on the battle over tech
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juggernaut Huawei
Technologies, revealing:
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UNPARALLELED INSIGHT
• Special Report: Inside the West’s failed fight against China’s
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‘Cloud Hopper’ hackers
China chip industry insiders voice caution on catch-up efforts
Top U.S. universities took funds from Chinese firm tied to
Xinjiang security
Facebook’s flood of languages leave it struggling to monitor
content
In Indonesia, Facebook and Twitter are ‘buzzer’ battlegrounds
as elections loom
Facebook’s Cameroon problem: stop online hate stoking conflict
In India election, a $14 software tool helps overcome WhatsApp
controls
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tech giant
New documents link Huawei to suspected
front companies in Iran, Syria
U.S. President Trump was expected to sign
order paving way for U.S. telecoms ban on
Huawei
Google suspended some business with
Huawei after Trump blacklist
Some big tech firms cut employees’ access
to Huawei, muddying 5G rollout
Facebook suspended app pre-installs on
Huawei phones
Top Japanese chip gear firm Tokyo Electron
to honor U.S. blacklist of Chinese firms
China warned India of “reverse sanctions”
if Huawei is blocked from doing business in
the country
U.S. set to give Huawei another 90 days
to buy from American suppliers
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TRUSTED VIEWS
Reuters Breakingviews offered unmatched, agendasetting commentary. Highlights include:
• Google can battle some authoritarian states
• Japan dims hopes of a Samsung memory chip
rebound
• China can toss Huawei a lifeline with a 5G splurge
• Trump gives China’s homegrown tech goal a boost
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• U.S. curb on China research runs technology risk
• U.S.-PRC tensions upend tech funding supply chain
• Facebook eyes new path around China’s great wall
• Donald Trump may yet play Huawei-saving wild card
• U.S.-China tech war may split progress in two
• Washington and Beijing push tech chasm

wider

SPECIAL
REPORT:

Inside the UAE’s
secret hacking
EYE ON THE STORY
team of U.S.
Reuters offered comprehensive
mercenaries
video coverage on the latest news.
Highlights include:
• Huawei accuses U.S. government of coercing
staff

• Cook: Apple not expected to be trade war target
• U.S.-China trade war puts chill on CES tech show
• U.S. universities unplug from China’s Huawei
• The U.S. is underestimating Huawei, says founder
• U.S., China step up verbal attacks in trade war
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